Financial Advice for Graduate Students
We wish to determine if there is a general interest in holding financial planning seminars or information sessions for graduate students on campus. This would entail bringing in a financial planner or advisor from a third party.

Orientation planning
The GSG will again be present at this year’s orientation event and we will again hand out free water bottles to new students! We are also considering handing out a little info pamphlet on the GSG and general help for graduate students (e.g. a link to this guide). Are there any thoughts on what else we can share at orientation?

Call for Volunteers
- Grad Student Reorientation: we are looking for 2 students who are interested in designing this event and help with recruiting student groups and office fellows. Contact gsg@princeton.edu if you are interested.
- Grad Student Career Fair: we are still looking for more recommendations for employers to bring in and 1-2 more graduate students to help with outreach to these employers.
- OIT Task Force Volunteers
- Career Services social network design committee

Executive Summary
- Housing Project Meeting: Housing has instituted internal spreadsheets to keep track of incoming calls and emails. They are researching other options to ensure quality assurance and consistency in their office.

I. Executive Summary
   A. Housing Project Meeting
      1. Housing has instituted internal spreadsheets to keep track of incoming calls and emails. They are researching other options to ensure quality assurance and consistency in their office.
         a) Abigail Novick: Is this true? I called/emailed housing over 10
times in the past two months and I didn't receive a real response until I went to the office in person.

b) Mircea Davidescu (GSG President): Thanks for letting us know about this Abigail. My recommendation is to cc the GSG on your future correspondences. That way we can also build up a repertoire of cases that will help us troubleshoot where the issue is occurring.

B. Freedom BBQ

Next meeting: September 14th, 2016 5:45pm